Healthcare Insights Introduces New
Value Proposition at HFMA Region 11
Symposium
LIBERTYVILLE, Ill., Jan. 7, 2015 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Hundreds of hospital
finance executives from Alaska, California, Hawaii, Nevada, Oregon, and
Washington are convening in San Diego next week to discuss critical issues
facing hospitals in the Western states and beyond. Among the exhibitors at
the Healthcare Financial Management Association (HFMA) Region 11 Symposium
and Trade Faire will be Healthcare Insights, LLC, (HCI) in its first trade
show appearance since merging with NOMISe, Inc. in October.
The HFMA regional conference will afford HCI the opportunity to promote its
new value proposition as a unified source for integrated, end-to-end
financial management solutions that help hospitals lower costs while
delivering higher quality patient care. With its newly combined capabilities,
HCI now not only provides Best in KLAS software and industry-leading aftersale support, but also proven expertise in complex areas such as cost
accounting and patient analytics.
“The merger created a unique synergy that answers a critical industry need
for more robust knowledge transfer, sustained support, and expertise,” said
David Beto, HCI managing partner, business development.
“As we work with hundreds of hospitals around the country, finance leaders
tell us one of their chief concerns is buying or leasing software only to be
left on their own after the initial implementation and training to try to
wrest full value out of its functionality,” Beto added. “By making sure our
clients acquire knowledge, not just data, we are fundamentally changing the
way hospitals can use, adapt, expand, and generate bottom-line benefits from
their decision-support and financial management software tools and
solutions.”
Healthcare Insights will be exhibiting in Booth #311 during the Symposium,
which is slated for January 11 – 14, 2015, at San Diego’s Manchester Grand
Hyatt.
More information: http://www.hcillc.com/.
Twitter: @insightsbuzz
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